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The overall signal-to-noise ratio per unit dose for X-ray diffraction data from
protein crystals can be improved by reducing the mass and density of all material
surrounding the crystals. This article demonstrates a path towards the practical
ultimate in background reduction by use of atomically thin graphene sheets as a
crystal mounting platform for protein crystals. The results show the potential for
graphene in protein crystallography and other cases where X-ray scatter from
the mounting material must be reduced and specimen dehydration prevented,
such as in coherent X-ray diffraction imaging of microscopic objects.

1. Introduction
Macromolecular crystallography is a foundational tool in
structural biology. Limitations in crystallography arise from
two distinct complications: radiation damage and the signalto-noise ratio of diffraction data sets (Ravelli & Garman, 2006;
Holton & Frankel, 2010). While radiation damage may be
outrun with the application of an X-ray free-electron laser
(Chapman et al., 2011), or reduced by crystal cryocooling
(Dewan & Tilton, 1987; Garman & Schneider, 1997; Haas &
Rossmann, 1970; Hope, 1988; Low et al., 1966), the signal-tonoise ratio is a multifaceted problem arising from everything
in the path of the beam to the detector (Krieger et al., 1974;
Krieger & Stroud, 1976). In principle, all sources of background scatter except for disordered solvent internal to the
crystal can be reduced by eliminating materials in the path of
the X-ray beam.
Major sources of background scatter are the mounting
materials that typically surround the crystal, such as external
mother liquor, coating oil and enclosing capillaries (Kim et al.,
2013). Most of these materials are used to hold the crystal in
the beam while staving off dehydration and/or protecting the
crystal from the damaging effects of ice formation during
cryocooling (Garman, 1999, 2003; Kwong & Liu, 1999;
Riboldi-Tunnicliffe & Hilgenfeld, 1999; Garman & Doublié,
2003; Owen et al., 2006; Haas & Rossmann, 1970; Hope, 1988;
Henderson, 1990; Juers & Matthews, 2004). However, these
responses to mounting, dehydration reduction and cryoprotection scatter X-rays which, for weakly diffracting crystals
such as microcrystals, can hide the signal. The objective is to
make the ordered protein crystal diffraction the most prominent source of X-rays seen by the detector. Thus, it is imporJ. Appl. Cryst. (2013). 46, 1501–1507

tant to reduce the density and thickness of all matter in the
beam external to the crystal.
Graphene is an attractive mounting material because it is
composed of low atomic weight carbon and can be obtained in
macroscopic sheets that are only a single atom thick yet
remarkably strong (Neto & Novoselov, 2011; Lee et al., 2011).
Graphene is a planar layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms and
has an attenuation length of 4988 mm for 13.5 keV X-rays. The
thickness of each of these graphene layers is about 0.34 nm, so
a few layers are essentially transparent to the X-rays used for
crystallography.
Recent advances in the development of graphene
membranes have allowed for ‘easy’ fabrication of sheets of
carbon having the thickness of a single atomic layer
(0.34 nm) using chemical vapor deposition (Li et al., 2009).
A single layer of graphene has been shown to be impermeable
to standard gases, including helium at several atmospheres of
pressure, in addition to being optically transparent (Bunch et
al., 2008; Yuk et al., 2011). In recent studies, pockets of liquids
containing crystals between layers of graphene have been used
successfully even in the high-vacuum environment of transmission electron microscopy, resulting in improved image
resolution and signal-to-noise ratios for acquired electron
microscopy images (Yuk et al., 2012; Mohanty et al., 2011).
This study demonstrates the feasibility of graphene as a
crystal mounting substrate. We show that graphene may be
used to wrap and support protein crystals in both cryocooled
and room-temperature crystallographic experiments. We
employ five methods, which include both graphene-wrapped
samples and samples mounted using more traditional
methods. The graphene-wrapped sample preparations include
doi:10.1107/S002188981301786X
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one method in which the sample is left at room temperature
for over 10 min before flash-cooling, to show the robustness of
the graphene covering for prevention of dehydration.

2. Materials and methods

ramped to 1253 K over the course of an hour and held at
1253 K for 3 h, and finally the system is cooled to room
temperature and the gases are turned off. The resulting
graphene has 30–100 mm grains, with small 2 mm patches of
bilayer at nucleation sites.

2.1. Protein crystallization

2.4. Graphene–polymer transfer

Tetragonal crystals were prepared using the hanging-drop
method (Ko et al., 1994) with lyophilized thaumatin powder
from Thaumatococcus daniellii (Sigma–Aldrich, St Louis, MO,
USA). The powder was resuspended in deionized water to
25 mg ml1 and 50 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7. The crystals
were grown at 293 K in hanging drops comprising 2 ml of
protein solution combined with 2 ml of a reservoir solution
containing 0.9 M sodium potassium tartrate. The hanging
drops were suspended, on a siliconized glass coverslip, over
800 ml wells of reservoir solution in a 24-well plate, and the
assembly was sealed with vacuum grease. Small clear crystals
appeared overnight and were incubated at room temperature
for a few days until truncated bipyramidal crystals approximately 100 mm across were obtained. The crystals used in this
study were almost identical in size for each method, with the
size chosen to match the footprint of the beam. After
unsealing, the hanging drops were mixed with glycerol to a
final concentration of 0.9 M NaK tartrate with 10% glycerol
for cryoprotection. Crystals were equilibrated for 1–2 min in
this solution before being flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen, oilcoated and flash-cooled, or wrapped in graphene, as described
below.

We spin 50–200 nm of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
onto one piece of the graphene-on-copper. After scratching
the graphene off the back of the copper foil with steel wool,
the copper is etched by floating it on the surface of an
ammonium persulfate-based etchant (Transene APS 100). The
PMMA-on-graphene is rinsed in multiple water baths and
transferred to a second PMMA-free graphene-covered copper
foil by scooping it out of the water using the foil and letting it
dry. The copper is again etched, and the now two layers of
graphene under PMMA are rinsed. This process is repeated
until either three or five layers of graphene are stacked on top
of each other underneath the PMMA. Finally, the PMMA-ongraphene is scooped out of the water using a piece of quartz
wafer, and the drops of water are gently blown off using a
nitrogen gun, while leaving a thin layer of water between the
quartz and graphene. The wafer is then dipped in acetone and
left for 3 min, during which time the PMMA dissolves and is
mostly removed. It is gently lifted out of the acetone and
slowly lowered back into the water, at which point the
PMMA-free multilayer graphene lifts off the surface of the
quartz (presumably as a result of the thin water layer still
existing between the graphene and quartz) to float on the
surface of the water. This process yields intact multilayer
graphene on the centimetre scale, which can then be broken
into smaller pieces and transferred to loops and other sample
substrates.

2.2. Oil-coating

In cases where a crystal was to be coated in oil as cryoprotection for comparison purposes, the hanging drop was
covered directly with NVH oil (Hampton Research, Aliso
Viejo, CA, USA) to prevent dehydration. The crystals were
gently extracted from the mother liquor, and external mother
liquor on the crystal was removed with gentle swishing so as to
leave a tail of solvent behind with a cryoloop (Hampton
Research). This was repeated until little-to-no solvent was left
on the exterior of the crystal. The cryoloop was also used to
extract the crystal from the oil droplet with as little external
excess oil as possible and to hold the crystal during flashcooling in liquid nitrogen.
2.3. Graphene chemical vapor deposition

Large-grain graphene was grown on copper foil (catalog
No. 13382, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA), by chemicalvapor deposition, using an enclosure method developed by Li
et al. (2011). In this method, the copper growth foil is enclosed
in a second copper foil, to limit exposure to growth gases, and
placed in an evacuated furnace (base pressure 104 torr ’
1.33  102 Pa). In a slight modification from the method of Li
et al. (2011), the foil is annealed under flowing hydrogen at 60
standard cubic centimetres per minute (s.c.c.m.) at 1253 K for
45 min and then cooled to 1203 K. A flow of 3 s.c.c.m. of
methane is added to the hydrogen, then the temperature is
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2.5. Graphene preparation

The multilayer graphene was broken into smaller pieces of
approximately 1  1 mm with tweezers while it rested on the
surface of the water. These graphene pieces were then swept
out in a suspension of deionized water with a small copper
loop (5 mm in diameter), so that the multilayer graphene
floated on the top of the water droplet within the copper loop.
The entire copper loop was inverted so that the multilayer
graphene ‘floated’ on the bottom of the suspended water
droplet. The drop was then washed with protein crystallization
reservoir solution several times, ensuring that the conditions
within the suspended droplet were nearly identical to those for
the crystallization hanging droplet for the protein crystals.
2.6. Graphene wrapping

Crystals were transferred via a pipette to the suspended
drop in the copper loop containing the graphene sheet. The
graphene floats at the water–air interface and can be visually
located as a dark film with well defined edges compared to the
solution around it. Crystals sank to the bottom of the drop by
gravity and settled near the water–air interface. A cryoloop
(Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA) was used to
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carefully sweep the crystal to the center of the multilayer
graphene piece using advection, being careful not to contact
the crystal, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Once the crystal was properly
seated on the multilayer graphene piece, the cryoloop was
used to sandwich the crystal inside the multilayer graphene by
sweeping the horizontal loop downward through the droplet,
onto the multilayer graphene beside or around the crystal, and
finally out of the bottom of the drop, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
This causes the multilayer graphene to wrap around the crystal
as the loop is pulled away from the larger droplet, and the
surface tension draws the graphene around it. Fig. 2 shows two
different crystals enclosed within three-layer and five-layer
graphene sheets, for a total of either 6 layers or 10 layers of
graphene in the path of the beam. In most samples, the
graphene wraps closely around the crystal and suspends it
within the cryoloop as in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(c) shows how the
graphene creases within the loop from the contours of the
crystal.
The following three post-treatments were applied to fivelayer graphene-wrapped crystal samples:
(1) Samples were immediately flash-cooled and diffraction
data collected [an example is shown in Fig. 3(d)].
(2) Samples were air dried for 10 min at room temperature
before they were flash-cooled and diffraction data were
collected (Fig. 3e).
(3) Diffraction data were obtained at room temperature,
from samples that were allowed to remain in air at room

temperature for approximately 5 min before data collection
(Fig. 3f ); the delay is due to the time needed to begin the
diffraction experiment.
2.7. Crystallographic data collection and processing

Crystallographic X-ray diffraction data were collected at
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) at the
F1 beamline station ( = 0.9179 Å, E = 13.508 keV) using a
100 mm monochromatic X-ray beam from a 24-pole wiggler.
For data collection, an Area Detector Systems Corporation
(ADSC) Quantum 270 (Q270) detector was placed such that

Figure 1

Figure 2

Graphic depicting how the graphene and crystal are mounted on a
Hampton cryoloop. A copper loop supports a droplet of mother liquor
solution. Graphene is floated on the bottom of the droplet, and a crystal is
dropped in solution onto the hydrated side of the graphene. The cryoloop
is then inserted into the droplet below the copper loop (a), oriented
horizontally with the crystal situated in the center of the loop, and
dragged out through the bottom of the solvent droplet (b). This causes
the graphene to wrap around the crystal and the cryoloop.

Cryocooled thaumatin crystals wrapped in graphene on a Hampton
cryoloop. This figure shows two samples of crystals wrapped within
graphene, supported in a cryoloop using the graphene as a scaffold. One
sample wrapped in three layers of graphene is shown at orthogonal angles
in (a) and (b), which illustrate the crystal placement within the cryoloop.
(c) shows the crinkling and creasing of five-layer graphene along the
contours of another crystal. All three images show the graphene
completely covering the thaumatin crystals.
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the face was perpendicular to the
beam, at a distance of 200 mm
from the sample, corresponding to
a largest inscribed circle of resolution of 1.4 Å. For each crystal
sample, complete data sets were
imaged at 100 K (or at 300 K for
the room-temperature graphenewrapped samples) with a 1 oscillation step size during each 1 s
exposure, resulting in a 90 rotation overall. The software HKL2000 was used to index, refine,
integrate and scale each 90 data
set (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997).
Parameters including unit-cell
size, resolution, mosaicity, redundancy, completeness, hI /(I )i and
Rsym were evaluated for every data
set during the scaling process and
compared between data sets.
Samples consisting of an
‘empty’ cryoloop and ten layers of
graphene suspended across the
cryoloop were also examined in
order to determine the background scattering baseline arising
from sources outside the crystal
(air paths, collimator scatter etc.).
No attempt was made to eliminate
air scatter arising from the air path
from the collimator to the beamstop.

3. Results

Figure 3
Diffraction patterns from five methods, including conventional and graphene-wrapped thaumatin crystals
with 10% glycerol. (a) Diffraction from a crystal flash-cooled immediately after equilibration in crystal
preparation. The faint ice rings (arrows) are due to the small amount of cryoprotectant used in the solvent.
(b) Diffraction from a sample coated in oil to prevent dehydration and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen
before imaging. Again, there are faint ice rings due to the solvent’s glycerol content. (c) Diffraction from a
sample of graphene stretched across a cryoloop without crystals or solvent. The resultant scatter, which
includes that from the graphene, is indistinguishable from the background scatter (data not shown). (d)
Diffraction from a crystal wrapped in five-layer graphene and then directly flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen
before diffraction. Note the absence of the ice rings, indicating that the amount of solution surrounding the
crystal is small enough to eliminate the growth of ice crystals. (e) Diffraction from a crystal left at room
temperature for 10 min after being wrapped in five-layer graphene, before being flash-cooled and exposed
to X-rays. ( f ) Diffraction from a graphene-wrapped crystal diffracting at room temperature without any
cooling.
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Tetragonal thaumatin crystals
were determined to have a space
group of P41212 with a solvent
content of 55–60% (v/v) calculated using the Matthews coefficient and the CCP4 programming
suite (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994).
Fig. 3 shows example diffraction
images, at the same contrast level,
taken from samples obtained
using conventional methods of
flash-cooling as well as those incorporating graphene. The diffraction images of crystals without
graphene wrapping are shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The average
mosaicity (of at least three crystals
in each case) of the flash-cooled
crystals (e.g. as in Fig. 3a) was
0.36 and hI /( I)i was 21.4,
J. Appl. Cryst. (2013). 46, 1501–1507
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Table 1
Data collection and processing statistics of thaumatin crystals.
A comparison of complete thaumatin diffraction data and statistics from three different methods of graphene-wrapped crystal mounting, along with standard
graphene-free techniques. Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. For room-temperature (RT) graphene-wrapped crystals, four data sets were
analyzed. In the remaining four methods, three data sets each were analyzed.

Method†

Flash-cooled

Flash-cooled in oil

Graphene-wrapped
(flash-cooled)

Solvent condition

0.9 M NaK tartrate +
10% glycerol
P41212
a = b = 58.25,
c = 150.40
50.0–1.60 (1.63–1.60)
33845 (2034)
6.5 (5.8)
95.1 (100.0)
8.6 (33.3)
17.0 (3.7)
0.40

0.9M NaK tartrate +
10% glycerol
P41212
a = b = 58.62,
c = 150.85
50.0–1.60 (1.63–1.60)
28021 (1431)
6.6 (4.7)
98.0 (80.6)
14.7 (15.2)
14.6 (3.9)
0.74

0.9 M NaK tartrate +
10% glycerol
P41212
a = b = 57.80,
c = 150.22
50.0–1.60 (1.63–1.60)
34506 (1675)
6.9 (5.3)
99.8 (100.0)
7.3 (30.4)
40.5 (11.5)
0.15

Space group
Unit-cell parameters (Å)
Resolution range (Å)
No. of unique reflections
Redundancy
Completeness (%)
Rsym (%)‡
hI / (I)i
Mosaicity ( )

Graphene-wrapped
(10 min delay at RT,
flash-cooled)

Graphene-wrapped
(RT)

0.9 M NaK tartrate +
10% glycerol
P41212
a = b = 57.80,
c = 150.30
50.0–1.60 (1.63–1.60)
34650 (1679)
7.1 (6.7)
99.9 (99.9)
6.6 (20.5)
41.8 (10.4)
0.12

0.9 M NaK tartrate +
10% glycerol
P41212
a = b = 58.70,
c = 151.60
50.0–1.60 (1.63–1.60)
35967 (1769)
7.1 (6.6)
99.8 (99.8)
14.2 (87.2)
22.0 (2.2)
0.08

† The data sets shown here were taken from the
respective diffraction images are shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(d)–3( f ). The illuminated crystal volume was
P crystals whose
P
approximately the same in all cases. ‡ Rsym ¼ jI  hIij= hIi.

whereas the oil-protected crystals (e.g. in Fig. 3b) had averages
of 0.67 and 18.0, respectively. The ‘empty’ graphene cryoloop
image (Fig. 3c) showed diffraction indistinguishable from
background images with no loop and graphene mounted in the
beam path (not shown). The scatter that is seen is primarily
from air in the beam path.
Figs. 3 (d)–3( f ) show representative diffraction images from
crystals wrapped in graphene in three different conditions.
Crystalline ice formation would result in ice rings corresponding to a spacing of around 3.65 Å: no such pattern was
observed for any of the graphene-wrapped samples. There is
also minimal diffuse scatter in all images from the solution,
both around the crystals and in the inner solvent channels.
Fig. 3(d) shows the diffraction image of a crystal that was
flash-cooled directly after being wrapped in five-layer
graphene, i.e. there are five layers on either side of the crystal.
Diffraction arcs from the nylon cryoloop are seen at spacings
corresponding to about 3.7 and 4.3 Å. The crystal diffracts to
1.5 Å at the edge of the image and to about 1.4 Å at the
corners. If the detector had been moved closer to the crystal,
we believe that the crystal would have diffracted even further.
A solvent ring at 3.4–3.9 Å is believed to arise primarily from
solvent within the crystal.
A diffraction pattern from a graphene-wrapped thaumatin
crystal that had been allowed to stand in air for 10 min prior to
flash cryocooling is seen in Fig. 3(e). The diffraction is very
similar to the case of immediate cryocooling (e.g. Fig. 3d).
There are no sections of cryoloop present in the diffraction
images, and the background scattering from solution in/
around the crystal is even fainter. The image diffracts to the
edge of the detector, which corresponds to 1.5 Å.
Lastly, Fig. 3( f ) shows a diffraction image of a graphenewrapped crystal that was not cryocooled and for which
diffraction data were collected at room temperature. There is
reduced background scatter, specifically from the resolution
where water rings typically appear. However, the crystal
J. Appl. Cryst. (2013). 46, 1501–1507

diffracts to approximately 1.6 Å and does not diffract to the
edges of the detector. This is believed to be due to the effect of
radiation damage at room temperature.
Table 1 shows the diffraction data from representative data
sets in each of the five experimental conditions. The second
and third columns give results for comparison from thaumatin
crystals not wrapped in graphene, but treated using the more
conventional methods of flash-cooling with cryoprotectants
without and with oil-coating, respectively. The fourth column
shows results from a graphene-wrapped crystal cooled directly
after mounting within the graphene in the cryoloop. The fifth
column shows data from a graphene-wrapped crystal that was
left to air dry after mounting in graphene in a cryoloop for
10 min before flash-cooling. The final column shows data from
a graphene-wrapped crystal which was left at room temperature for the entire exposure set.

4. Discussion
Five layers of graphene wrapped around a thaumatin crystal
produce background scatter indistinguishable from the background scatter in the absence of graphene. This agrees with
expectations from a material only ten carbon atoms thick. The
lifetimes of the graphene-wrapped cooled and roomtemperature crystals were equivalent to those of crystals
obtained using existing methods (Hope, 1988; Berger et al.,
2010; Kim et al., 2013). There was no visual evidence of any
effect from the physical contact of the graphene and the
crystals.
4.1. Graphene-wrapped crystals give high-quality diffraction
data sets without the need for external hydration

Complete data sets were acquired using the method of
wrapping graphene around thaumatin crystals. This eliminates
the need for external hydration methods involving enclosing
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oils or capillaries. The results from graphene wrapping are
comparable to those achieved using other methods of background reduction, such as high-pressure cryocooling with
capillary shielding (Kim et al., 2005, 2013). The graphenewrapping technique gives reproducible results for thaumatin
crystals. Graphene-wrapped crystals that were cryocooled
diffracted to high resolution with mosaicities that were
comparable to or better than those achieved with standard
cryocooling procedures. The ease with which ice rings were
eliminated is probably a consequence of the reduction in
solvent external to the crystal. The absence of external coating
material led to a reduction in background scatter and thus to
an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio.
4.2. Graphene extends the time-dependent window for flashcooling crystals during sample mounting and shows extension
to room-temperature studies

Our study showed that a crystal could be handled in air for
over 10 min after being wrapped in graphene but before being
cryocooled, yet still remain hydrated well enough to yield
superb diffraction results. These crystals showed no difference
in diffraction quality compared to the samples immediately
cryocooled in our study. This suggests that the graphene
provides an environmental seal, thereby slowing evaporation
and keeping the crystals hydrated for longer periods of time.
In addition, the results show that crystals can diffract
successfully at room temperature within graphene. Incidentally, the presence of graphene in place of surrounding
materials with higher thermal mass, such as excess solvent or
coating oil, facilitates a more successful cooling of the sample
(Kim et al., 2013). We believe this could lead to better results
when cryocooling crystals.
4.3. The effects of quality and size suitable for crystallography

Electron microscopy (Yuk et al., 2012; Mohanty et al., 2011)
and helium studies (Bunch et al., 2008) prove that graphene
can be vacuum tight, at least on nanometre-to-micrometre
length scales. It is presently difficult to obtain larger sheets of
monodomain graphene. However, graphene is the subject of
intense study by many groups around the world, and the
quality of the sheets being produced is constantly improving.
High-quality sheets larger than a few tens of micrometres
across are now routinely made in many laboratories. It is safe
to predict that larger sheets will become available; in fact,
some groups have produced some rare millimetre-size grains
(Li et al., 2011). In the meantime, this study shows that
presently available multidomain multilayers are already good
enough to mount crystals of the order of 100 mm across. We
are confident that the same procedures will work with larger
crystals.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we showed that the background scatter is greatly
decreased by the addition of a graphene multilayer in place of
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external hydration methods. We have demonstrated the first
incorporation of graphene in macromolecular crystallography,
in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of diffraction
patterns from protein crystals.
Graphene mounts may clearly be of importance in microcrystal diffraction. Holton & Frankel (2010) calculated that a
micrometre-sized lysozyme crystal should yield a complete
cryocooled data set to 2 Å resolution, provided that every
diffracted X-ray is detected and there is no competing background scatter. Modern pixel array detectors can detect every
X-ray with nearly 100% efficiency (Koerner et al., 2011).
Graphene can be used to effectively eliminate external
background scatter: although no attempt was made to eliminate air scatter in the path length from the collimator to the
main beamstop in this proof-of-principle study, one can
readily extrapolate how this may be done. Electron microscopy (Yuk et al., 2012) and helium gas studies (Bunch et al.,
2008) have already shown high-quality graphene sheets to be
vacuum, water and helium gas tight on micrometre length
scales. One can envision graphene-encased microcrystals held
in a complete vacuum path environment where there is no
main beam air scatter. In other cases where a microcrystal
must be kept cryocooled, one can imagine a vacuum path that
has a graphene vacuum window just short of a graphenewrapped crystal held in a helium gas cryostream, followed by
another graphene window into a vacuum path that encloses
the beamstop and has a conventional vacuum window at the
detector. Single-layer graphene windows tens of micrometres
across have already been produced. Single- or multilayer
graphene vacuum windows are feasible and are all that are
needed for microcrystallography. In this case the total beam
path in a cryocooled He gas stream can be reduced to very
short lengths, i.e. smaller than a millimetre. The background
scatter of such a system can be reduced to negligible levels
relative to the diffraction from micrometre-sized crystals.
The results presented here have obvious extensions to
preparation and mounting of many samples, not only for
crystallography but for other techniques, ranging from X-ray
scattering from weakly diffracting liquids and disordered
materials, to sample mounts for objects in coherent X-ray
diffraction imaging.
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